
CS 1044 Programming Assignment # 1 Summer Session #1, 2002

Project Objectives:

In this project you will learn to operate the Visual C++ programming environment (more commonly known
as the Integrated Development Environment, or IDE). You will be provided with the source code to a
program which will need to be entered, saved, compiled and linked so that it can be executed. The source
code given to you in this project will solve the problem described in the specification.

Your job is to type in the code as provided, fill in the blanks where necessary and verify that the program
does indeed perform as specified. You will also be provided with a sample input and output file to test your
program with. The actual input file that the Automated Grader will use will be similar, but not identical.

Along the way, you will be exposed to a bit of C++ language that we have not covered yet. Don’t worry,
we’ll get to it in time. Try to understand the code that is given (comments have been included to help the
understanding) but realize that this program uses elements of the language from the first six sections of the
class notes.

What to turn in and how:

This program will be submitted to the Automated Grader (sometimes known as the Curator). Instructions
for submitting to the Grader are available from the Grader homepage (see the course web site for the link).
Be sure to follow those instructions carefully. In particular, do not alter the labels used in the sample output
file below, and do not produce additional lines of output for aesthetic reasons (the project is graded based on
your output matching my expected output!) When submitting the project to the Grader, be sure to indicate
that this is project number ’1’.

Due Dates:

The project is due by 11:59:59 pm on Wednesday, May 29th for full credit. The drop dead date for this
project is 11:59:59 pm on Thursday, May 30th. After the drop dead date, no other submissions will be
accepted for this project. Note that the time on the Grader machine is used to settle all disputes and after
midnight the Grader will not accept submissions for this project. Therefore, do NOT wait until 11:59pm to
submit your solution as the clock on your computer may be off!

Program Specification:

This program will read a series of integer values from a single input file. These amounts represent the total
number of cents that need to be returned to customers (following a purchase). For each amount, the program
should calculate the maximum number of quarters that can be given as change, followed by the maximum
number of dimes (taking into account the quarters returned), nickels (taking into account the quarters and
dimes), and pennies (taking into account the quarters, dimes and nickels). For example, 234 of change would
result in 9 quarters, 0 dimes, 1 nickel and 4 pennies being returned to a customer. The program will also
print the total value of all of the change given back to customers. That is, if the input file contains 234, 25
and 500, the total change returned to customers is 759.
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Source code listing:

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Identification: (substitute correct information for you)
//
// Title: Making change
// Project #: 1
// Programmer Name: Peter DePasquale
// ID Number: 999-99-9999
// Compiler: MS Visual C++ 6.0
// Last modified: 5/19/98
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Honor Pledge
// On my honor:
//
// - I have not discussed the C language code in my program with anyone
// other than my instructor or the teaching assistant assigned to this
// course.
//
// - I have not used C language code obtained from another student, or
// any other unauthorized source, either modified or unmodified.
//
// - If any C++ language code or documentation used in my program was
// obtained from another sources, such as a text book or course notes, that
// has been clearly noted with a proper citation in the comments of my
// program.
//
// - I have not designed this program in such a way as to defeat or interfere
// with the normal operation of the Automated Grader.
//
// YOUR NAME GOES HERE!
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Purpose of the program
// This program is an introduction to the Microsoft Visual C++ IDE. The program itself, reads integer values from
// an input file (input.txt) located in the same directory as the executable. The input values represent an
// amount of change a customer is entitled to following a sales transaction. For each entry in the input file, change is
// to be given in quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies (maximizing the number of each possible coin). The output file
// (output.txt) will list the number of each coin given as change to the customer (for each line of input). You should
// type in this program (filling in the missing items), debug your errors, and execute the sample input file(s)
/ ensuring correct output (see the corresponding sample output files).
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include <fstream> // Needed for file stream functionality
#include <iomanip> // Needed for floating point manipulation (output)
using namespace std;

void main() {
// Variable declaration section
int totalAmount = 0; // Will hold the total amount of change read from input file
int numCents = 0; // Will hold the amount of change to give to current customer
ifstream inputFileStream; // The input file (input.dat)
ofstream outputFileStream; // The output file (output.dat)

// Open both the input file and output file
inputFileStream.open("input.txt");
outputFileStream.open("output.txt");

// Activate the floating point manipulators
outputFileStream << fixed << showpoint;

// Set the precision of all float point numbers that are printed to the output
// file from now until the end of the program
outputFileStream << setprecision(2);

// Write the first line of output to the output file
outputFileStream << "CS 1044 - Project #1" << endl;

// Write the program author’s name
outputFileStream << "Program submitted by: Peter DePasquale" << endl;

// Read the amount (amount of change) from first input line
inputFileStream >> numCents;

// While the condition is true (there is more data to be read from the input file),
// do statements in between braces
while (inputFileStream) {

// Update the total amount of change read from input file
totalAmount = totalAmount + numCents;

// Print a separator to the output file
outputFileStream << "=========================" << endl;
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// Print the amount of change we need to give to the customer
// (this should be the same amount we just read in)
outputFileStream << "Amount of change: " << numCents << endl;

// Print the number of quarters given as change
outputFileStream << " Number of quarters: " << numCents / 25 << endl;

// Correct the amount to reflect giving X quarters to the customer
numCents = numCents % 25;

// Print the number of dimes given as change
// Be sure to provide the correct value below....
outputFileStream << " Number of dimes: " << numCents / <provide a value> << endl;

// Correct the amount to reflect giving X dimes to the customer
numCents = numCents % 10;

// Print the number of nickles given as change
// Be sure to provide the correct identifier below...
outputFileStream << " Number of nickles: " << <provide an identifier> / 5 << endl;

// Correct the amount to reflect giving X nickles to customer
// Be sure to provide the correct operator below...
numCents = numCents <provide an operator> 5;

// Print the number of pennies given as change
outputFileStream << " Number of pennies: " << numCents << endl;

// Read a floating point amount (amount of change) from next input line
inputFileStream >> numCents;

}

// Print a separator to the output file
outputFileStream << "=========================" << endl;

// Print the total amount of the change to the output file
outputFileStream << "The total amount of change was: " << totalAmount << endl;

// Close both the input and output files
inputFileStream.close();
outputFileStream.close();

}

Input file specifications:

The input file (input.txt) should be located in the same directory as the running executable. The input file
will contain up to 5 lines of integer numbers, one per line. Each number represents the change that needs to
be given to an individual customer. Each amount is presented as an integer value (whole number) which is
greater than 0, and is not preceded by a dollar sign. There are no blank lines in the input file.

Sample input file:

525
1899
345
220

Output file specifications:

The output file (output.txt) should be located in the same directory as the running executable. The output
file will consist of the following lines:

• The first line of output shall contain the text ”CS 1044 - Project #1”

• The second line of output shall contain the text ”Program submitted by: ”, followed by your name.

• For each amount read from the input file a series of 6 lines will be printed:

– A line of 25 consecutive equal signs

– The text ”Amount of change: ”, followed by the amount read from the input file

– The text ” Number of quarters: ”, followed by the largest number of quarters that can be
returned for this amount
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– The text ” Number of dimes: ”, followed by the largest number of dimes that can be returned
for the remaining change amount

– The text ” Number of nickles: ”, followed by the largest number of nickles that can be re-
turned for the remaining change amount

– The text ” Number of pennies: ”, followed by the remaining amount of change

• A line of 25 consecutive equal signs

• The text ”The total amount of change was: ”, followed by the total amount of change that was
read from the input file.

Sample output file:

CS 1044 - Project #1
Program submitted by: Peter DePasquale
=========================
Amount of change: 525

Number of quarters: 21
Number of dimes: 0
Number of nickles: 0
Number of pennies: 0

=========================
Amount of change: 1899

Number of quarters: 75
Number of dimes: 2
Number of nickles: 0
Number of pennies: 4

=========================
Amount of change: 345

Number of quarters: 13
Number of dimes: 2
Number of nickles: 0
Number of pennies: 0

=========================
Amount of change: 220

Number of quarters: 8
Number of dimes: 2
Number of nickles: 0
Number of pennies: 0

=========================
The total amount of change was: 2989

Final thoughts:

Pay particular attention to the output specification. The New Automated Grader matches your output with
the expected output. If your output does not match, you lose points. Things like 25 equal signs (vs. 26)
matter! Spacing matters as well, as the Grader looks at the output as a series of letters and numbers with
spaces around them. It will read ’change: 220’ as two tokens, and ’change:220’ as one, and if the grader is
looking to see two tokens and you only provide one, you’ll lose points.

Don’t forget about spelling errors as well. The moral here is to carefully check your results (both for spelling
and spacing correctness, and for the correct numerical results! Points are also lost for adding extra blank
lines where none should be, or not having a blank line where one should be.

There is a misspelling in the term nickles in the program. We’re going to let that stand, since the curator is
up and running and accepting submissions. Please spell it in correctly in your program as well. Modifying
the curator at this point would create too much havoc.
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